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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Northerly flow over the Gulf this morning will veer today as high pressure continues to build into the southern states. By this 
evening, gentle to moderate SE winds will return to the west with easterly winds in central regions and northeasterlies
continuing in the east. Winds will start to increase tonight in the west as low pressure develops in the plains.  Wind speeds
could reach strong levels in the west Wednesday evening as the low deepens and moves into east Texas. Seas should stay 
moderate in the west and slight in the east but could reach near rough levels early Thursday morning in the west. 
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Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The low pressure system should continue to move eastward, and its cold front will move off the Texas Gulf coast Thursday 
afternoon/evening.  This will be a strong frontal passage; winds behind the front will shift to the W-NW and wind speeds could 
exceed 35 knots.  Winds will also increase east of the front, reaching strong levels in central sections Thursday spreading into
eastern sections later Thursday into Friday.  Winds ahead of the front will likely cause rough seas, and the seas behind the 
front will increase further, with significant wave heights exceeding 16-18 feet in the west on Friday, spreading east Friday 
night into early Saturday.  These seas should decrease Saturday as the front moves on through the Gulf and winds behind it 
start to decrease. Showers and thunderstorms, some strong, are likely along and ahead of the front as well.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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